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118 On the Tides. 

by a professional gentleman who had previously tried it in Walls 
End and Hebburn collieries; and its merits appear to be still 
greater than those of Mr. Stephenson's. The tamp being sus- 
pended in a vessel of glass open at the top, and the carburetted 
hydrogen admitted from below, the bright flame of the wick 
nearly disappeared, but the cylinder of wire-gauze was filled 
with a feeble but steady greenish light. On a greater volmne 
of inflammable air being thrown in, the flame gradually died out. 
Results more satisfactory eould not be expected nor wished tbr, 
particularly when we were assured that these accorded with 
numerous trials made in the most hazardous drifts of our coal- 
mines. 

Notwithstanding all that has been lately said in some of the 
periodieal publications, respecting the obstinacy of the viewers 
employed here~ and the stupidity of their under agents and pit- 
men, you may depend upon it that these safe-iaml;s are hailed 
by this class of people as a moat tbrtunate diset~verv, which will 
soon be adopted by them in every mine infected with fire-damp. 
And eould a mode be struck out, of preventing inflammation tak- 
ing place by means of the furnace placed at tim bottom of the up- 
cast shaft to aeeelerate the cireulation of air thrm~gh the work- 
ings, little would be wanting to render the oceupation of the 
collier as safe at least as that of the persons employed in lead 
and copper mines. 

Your most obedient servant, 
Newcastlc-upon-Tync, Feb. 16, 1816. a .  

XXVI.  On the Tides. Bz/ ~]. LAPLACE% 

[Read to theJirst Class of  the Institute the 10lh oJ'd~dy 1S : 5 .']-] 

T i n s  ph~enomenon particularly merits the attention of ob- 
servers, both because it is the nearest and most perceptible 
effect of the action of the heavenly bodies, and because the n~> 
merous varieties it presents are well calculated to verifl' the law 
of mfiversal gravitation. At the request of the Academy ~f 
Sdenees a course of observations were made at the beginnit~g of 
the last century in the port of Brest, whieh were contim~ed du- 
ring six successive years, and of which the greater part have 
been published by Lalande in the fourth volume of his Astronomic. 
The situation of the port is very favourable for observathms of 
this kind. It  communicates with the sea by meaus of a canal, 

e, From the Connoissanee des Terns for 1818. 
~- For this translation ~e are indebte.l to T. S. Evans, jun. of the Col- 

lege school, Gloucester. 
termimtting 
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Oa tile TMe.~. 119 

terminating in a very large road~ at the extremity of which the 
port has been built. Thus the irregularities of the motion of 
the sea are considerably weakened before they reach tile port, 
very nearly in the same manner as the oscillations produced iu 
the barometer by the irregular motion of a vessel, are diminished 
bv a contraction in tile tube of this instrument. In other re- 
spects the tides being considerable at Brest, the casual varia- 
tions occasioned by winds tbrm only a small part of them. it 
may also be remarked in the observations made of these tides, 
however few there may be of them, that a great regularity pre- 
vails which is not altered bv the little river, which loses itse!f 
in the itnmense road of this imrt. Strut'k with this regularity, 
I solicited govermnent to order a new eourse of observations to 
be made at Brest, during an entire period of the motion of the 
nodes of the hmar orbit. They had long been wished for. The--:e 
new obse,'vations are dated fi'om the 1st of June 1806, and sic~ee 
that period they have been continued uninter,'uptedly to this 
day. There is still, liowever~ much wanting. They relate 
neither to the same part of the port, nor to thesame scale. The 
observations of the first five years have been made at the place 
called La Mdttlre, the others were taken near the bason. I 
observe that this change has produced only slight differenees; 
but it would have been better, undoubtedly~ if all the observations 
]tad been made at the same place and upon the same scale. It 
is time, indeed, that ph~enomena of this nature should be ob- 
served with the same care as those of astronomy. 

In the.~;e new ohservatio,.~s 1 have eousidered those of the year 
1807 and nf the seveu subsequent years. In each equinox and 
in each s(dstiee I have eho:;el, the three syzygies and the three 
quadratures nearest to this equitmx and this solstice. In the 
syzygies t have takeu the excess of the high water of the evening 
above the tow water of the moruing of the day which precedes 
the syzygy, of the day of the syzygy, and of the four following 
days, beeause the higi~est tide hal)pens ab'mlt the middle of this 
interval. I have made a sum of these excesses corresponding 
to each day, by d(mbliug the excesses whieh relate to the inter- 
mediate syzygy, or that nearest to the equim)x or the solstice. 
By this means tile effeets produced by the variation of the di- 
stances of the sun and of tile moon from the earth are destroyed : 
for if the moon were, for example, towards its perigeum in the 
intermediate syzygy, it would be near its apogeum in the two 
extreme syzygms. The sums of the excesses thus obtained ar% 
~heretbre, very nearly independent of the variations of the mo- 
tion and of the distances of the heavenly bodies. There are 
still inequalities of the tides~ different i¥om that inequality, 
whose period is about half a day~ and which in our ports is 
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120 O~z ,he Tide~. 

much greater tha~ the others. For by eonsiderlng at the same 
time the ol)servation~ at the two equinoxes and at the two 
solstices, the effect of' tim small inequality, whose period is 
nearly a day, is mutually dcstr()ved. The sums in question 
are consequently cnthely owil~g t,) the great inequality. The 
winds can have little iufl_uence on them; for, if they raise the high 
watere they must equally dcl)ress the low water. I have deter- 
mined the  law of the:so sums for each year, by observing, that  
their variation is very nearly proportional to the square of their 
distance in time from the maximum which has given me this 
In axiumm ; its distance at the mean of the times of the syzygy 
tides, and the coei~iciev.t of' the square of the times in the law 
of the variation, x, Vith regard to this coefficient, the little dif L 
fcrenee which the observations of each year present, proves the 
regutarky of these observations: and according to the laws 
which I have elsewhere established, on the probability of results 
deduced from a great number of observations, some judgen:ent 
may be formed of the aecuracv of results determined from the 
whole of the observations of eight )'ears. 

In the same manner I have considered the quadrature tides, 
by taking the execss of the high water in the morning above the 
low water of the evening of the day of the quadrature, and of 
the three f~llowing days. The increase of the tides, beginning 
from the minimum, bcing much more rapid than their deereas% 
beginning from "the maximum, I have thought it necessary to 
confine the law of the variation proportional, to the square of the 
time within a much shorter interval." 

In all these rea~Its the influenee whieh the deelinations of the 
heavenly hodies have on the tides, and upon the law of their va- 
riation in  the syzygies aml in the quadratures, is evidently 
shown. In c(msi,tcring, by the same metlmd, eighteen equinoc- 
tial syzygy tide~ towards both the perigeum and the ap~;gemn of 
the moon, the infiuew:e ~hich the changes of the hmar distance 
have upon t.he height a:,~d upon the law of variation o[ the tides, 
is manife,-ted with the same degree of evidence. It is thus that 
hv eombir:iug cb'.-ervat.ions in such a way as to bring out every 
element, which we are desirous of knowing, we are able to se- 
parate the law~ of th,.' ph~euomena when mixed and eonlbunded 
together in the collections of obse~.vatiens. 

After haviug obtained the results I have .just mentioned, I 
compared them with the the'.n'v of the tides delivered in the 
tburth book or the ]~i&'a~lic/ue (¥:leste. This theory is founded 
on a principle of d)namie% which renders it very simple, and 
independent of the local circmnstanees of the port, wifieh cir- 
cumstances are to() cmnplicated fbr the possibility of submitting 
them to calculation. By means of this prineiple, they enter 
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On the Tide~. t21 

h~to the results of the analysis a'~ arbitrary quantitie%which ought 
thus to represent the observatious, if the uaiversal gravitation is 
ill fact the true cause of the tide~. The p,qnciple is this: The 
stale ~f  a s?/slem of l, odies in which "/m primitive co~d#iotzs o f  
~noliou hat.e disappeared by the 'resistance ~t ~eel.~ with,  is loe - 
riod,;cu[, a~ well a~ lhe.fi;,'ce~' whic~ tmima/e it. ]~y reun]til~g 
this prit~ciple to that of the coexistence of very small o.,cillations, 
I have obtained an expression for ~he heigl'lt of the tides, of 
which the arbitrary quantities c~m~prise the effect (;f the local 
eireumstance~ of tl]e port. To deduce this, I have reduced the 
generatip.g e.pression of lunar and solar forces actiug v, pon the 
ocean into a series containing the shws and cosines of angles i~.- 
creasing prolmrtionally to the time. Each te:'m of the seric~ 
may be considered as repre~enth,g the action of another object. 
which moves uni/brmlv at a constant distance, in the plane of 
the equatr;r. Thence" arise several kinds of pm'thtl titles, the 
periods of which are about half a lunar day, a day, a xronth, a 
half-year, a year;  and lastly, eighteen years at~d a hah'~ uhich Q 
t.he duration of the periodical motion of the uodes of the lunar 
orbit, 

h~ the book which I have quoted of the 21,ldcall;qTle CFJeste, 
I have compared this theory with the observations ,fade at 
l~rest at the eommencemeut of the last eentmy;  and 1 have 
determined the construct arbitrary quantities relative to this 
port. I was curiou~ to see whether these eirevn;stances were 
found to he the 'same by the obserw~tions made a eeuturv after- 
wards, or whether they have ex!'erieneed any alteration" bx' the 
changes wfiieh the operations of nature and ar~ have produced, 
either at the bottom of the sea or in the po~t, and on the ad- 
jaeeu~: coasts. The result of this h)quiry is, that the actual 
heights of the tides, in the port  of Brest, surpass the heights 
deter',nined by the old observatim~s hv al~out -~;~th. One part 
of this difference may arise from the diT~tanee of the points whe.'e 
the~e observations were made;  another };art mav be attributed 
to the errors of the observations: but these two eavses do ro t  
seem to me sufficient to produce the whole difference which in- 
dicate with '4reat probability a ~eeular change in the action of 
the sun arm mo~m on the tides of Bre.~t, if we could be well 
assured of the exactness of the gradtmtions of the old scale, and 
takin~ into account its inclivati~;n to the horizon. But the un- 
eertaii~ty we ~:re in with re-;l~eet to this poi~t, does not permit 
us to pronou,.~ee upon thi~ chap~ge, which ought in future to 
fix the attention of observers. In other respects the e L.,'reement 
is sm'prising between the old and the modem observations, as 
well as the theory. ; with regard to the variations of the heights 
of the tides depending on the declinations and distances of the  

heavenly 
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122 Oil the Tides. 

heavenly bodies fl'om the earth, and the laws of their increase 
and decrease in proportion a s t h e y  recede fi'om their maxi- 
mum and fiom their nfinimmu. Ill the )l]~ca,liq~m C~lesle I 
had not considered those laws relatively to the variations of the 
distances of the moon fi-om the earth. Here I take then, into 
consideration, aml I find the same agreement between the obser- 
vation and the theory. 

The rctardati(n, ot~ the greatest and least tides which follow 
the times of svzv,,ies and quadratures, was observed by the an- 
cients themselve% a,~ we read it, Pliny the naturalist. Daniel 
Bernouilli, in his paper on the Tides, that gained, the prize 
proposed in 1740 by the Academy of Sciences, attributes 
this retardation to the inertia of the water ; and perhaps also, 
adds he, to the time taken by the action of the moon to tr~ns- 

mit itself to the earth. But I have proved in the fourth book 
of the Mb-co/zique COleste, that hy allowing lbr the inertia of 
the water, the highest tides would coincide with the syzygies, 
if the ~ea covered uniformly the whole surface of the earth. As 
to the time of the transmission of the action of the moon, I have 
discovered by a comparative view of the whole of the celestial 
phamomena, that the attraction of matter is transmitted with a 
velocity incomparably greater than even the velocity of light 
itself. We mu~t therefore seek some other cause for the retar- 
dation in question. I have proved in the book quoted above, 
that this cause is the rapidity of the motion of the celestial.body 
in its orbit, combined with the local eircmnstances of  the port'. 
I have remarked, moreover, that the same cause may increase 
the ratio of the action of the moon on the sea to that of the 
sun ; and I h-we given a method of determining this increase by 
means of the observations, the idea of which ia this: Let us 
suppose the motion of the sun to be unitbrm : ~ i f  we consider 
ontv the great inequality of the tides whose period is about half 
a day, the solar title is decomposed very nearly into two others, 
which are exactly those that would be produced by two celestial 
bodies moving uniformly, but with different velocities, in the 
plane of the equator, at the mean distance of the sun from the 
earth. The mass of the first body is that of the sun~ multiplied 
by the cosine of the inclination of the ecliptic to the eq~i/ttor: 
its motion is that of the sun in its orbit. The second body con- 
stantly corresponds with the spring equinox, and its mass is that 
of the sun multiplied by the half of the square of the sine of 
the obliquity of the ecliptic. At the equinox these bodies are 
either in conjunction or in opposition, and the tide is the sum 
of the tides produced by each of them : ~ a t  the solstice the bodies 
are in quadrature, aud the tide is the differelme of these partial 
tidea. The observations of the solar tide in thdse two points 

show~ 
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On the T~des. 123 

show, therefore, the t'elatlon of the partial tide% and consequently 
the ratio of the actions of the heavenly bodies m~ the ocean; and 
by comparing it to the ratio of their ma~scs, the increase pro- 
duced on it by the difference of their motion will be determined. 

This increase is ahnost insensible (or the sun, on account of 
the slowness of its motion ; but it is very evident for the moon, 
whose motion is thirteen times more rapid, and whose action 
on the sea i~ nearly three times greater. 

By comparing i'n the fourth bcmk ~f the M~canique C(leste, 
the observations of equinoctial and solstitial tides in the syzygies 
and the quadratures, I was led by this method to an increase of 
at least a tenth in the ratio of the actim~ of the moon to that of 
the sun;  but I rcmm'ked that an element so delicate ought to 
be determined by a greater number of observations. The co!- 
leetion of modern observations has procured me this advantage. 
These observations, employed in double number, confirm the in- 
crease indicated by the ancient ,~b~ervati~ms, and they make it 
more than one-eighth. Another method founded on ' the com- 
pari.~on of the tides towards fl~e apogenm and perigemn of the 
moon, and applied to the ancient as well as modern observations, 
leads us also to a similar resnl t . - -Thus the increase of the actioa 
of the heavenly bodies on the tides in the port of Brest ought 
n,~t to leave any doubt. 

The results of observations being- always susceptible of errors, 
it is necessary to know the probability that those errors are con- 
talned within'given limits. I t  is conceived, and with truth, that 
the probability remaining the same, those limits are the mort. 
diminished as the observations are more numerous, and agree 
better with each other. But this general view of the subject 
is not sufficient to warrant the exactness of the results of obset- 
vationa and the existence of regular causes which they seem to 
point out. Sometimes, indeed, it has induced us to seek tbr the 
cause of phmnomena which were only the accidents of chance. 
The calculation of probabilities c~,n alone enable us to appre- 
ciate these objects, which renders its u,e of the highest import- 
ante in physical and moral sciences. The preceding researches 
aflbrded me an opportmfity t~o favourable to be neglected, of 
applying the new ibrmul~e which I have obtained in my 7'hOorie 
analytique des Probal.iLit~s, to one of the grandest phmnomena 
e,f nature. I there explain at full leng'~h the application [ have 
made of it to the laws of the tides. 31v objeet has been, not 
only to eonfirm the truti~ of those laws, but to trace the way 
which must he pursued in applications of this kind. Among 
these laws, the most delieate are those of the increase mad de- 
crease of  the tides towards their maximum and their mitfimum, 
and the influence which the declinations of  the heavenly bodies 

and 
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124 On l/w Ti2cs. 

and the variation of their distances from fhe earth~ exercise ill 
this respect.  It i~ evident that  these laws are determined by 
the observations with extreme precision and probabili ty,  whieh 
explains the renmrkab!e agreement betv,-een the results of mo- 
dern observation~ with tho.~e which the old observ:~ions had 
given me, and with the theory of gravitat ion.  According to this 
them-y~ tt:~', action of the nm~m on the sea foEows the inverse 
r~:ti,'~ of the cube of its di.~tauce from the centre oi the earth ; and 
lids law rc-pre<ents the observation> of the tides with such exact -  
nes% theft bv t, he~e observa~.io,is alone the law of attraction bci~:g 
reciproea!i.v as the square of t',m distances might be uetm ~,~ ned. 

My principal des;re wa.~ to apply my fi~rmutm of probabili ty 
t'o the increase of the action of the mor, n on the tide% depend-  
i n / o n  local civcum~ta:me~. To determine this, the preceding 
~:hserw~timls have furnished me witi~ sixteen equations of con- 
dilh,n, and from them [ have determh~.ed this increase to }'.re 
eq~al lo the x'.~,3(~,.~,; part  of the action of ' the moon on the ocean. 
By applyi~.~g mv fin'melm to this reav.!t~ I find that there are 
-'21,400 chances ' to  on% that  the loeat circumstances of the port  
of P, rest ineremm the ratio of the action of the moon on the 
titles to that  rff the sun: this increase may therefore be consi-  
dered as certain ; lint there are only fourteen chances to one that  
the preceding vahm is not in error one half. We must there-  
fore wait for new observations to obtain it with great  probabi-- 
litv of beiug mistaken bv only very small q~mntities. 

"The ratio of the actions of the moon and of the sun cn the 
sea, eorreeted for the effect of local eireumstam-c% is very im-  
por t an t  to be known, because it determines the eoemei'ents ; 
Ist~ oil the terre:~trial nutat ion ; 2dly, of the inequality of the  
precession of the equinoxe,s ; and 3dlv, of the h:nar equation of 
the  sun's motion. Newton and D,~n~el Bernouilli had deduced 
this ratio fi'om the ph~nefi~ena of the tides, but without having 
.regard to the em'rection i have just  spoken of, which they did 
not suspect. T[:e ratio which I have determined,  and corrected 
by the whole of the preeeding ohservatie.ns, gives the m:.ss of 
ti~e moon equal to 7 9 v ;  that  of the earth heiv, g unity., I t  
therefore gives in sexagesimal ,~ee,'mds, .*'oa t'~w the coefli- 
d e n t  of the nutation ; which s~wpa~ e.~ the eoeificiex:t de te r -  
mined by the observatious of Ma~kelvne only by n-}~r ef a se- 
cond, ),Iv formulm of prolmbi[i~y show that  there are 21,400 
dlanees  to o',w, that  the mm:t ion  is not below 9"3 l '*, and there 
a re  the same number of chances to on% that  it is not above 
9 '94" .  Accordi~g to this same ratio the eoeflieient of the in-  
equality of the preeession is IS '04 ,  and that  of the hmar e,,tua- 
tion of the solar tables is 7"56", which differs from the co- 
e gieient that M. Dclambre tbund ~lireetly from the examinat ion 
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.4 new htslrument fl)r compar;,lg Li,~ear ~feasures. 125 

of a great number of solar observations only by T~v of a se- 
eond. In this calculation, I have suppos,,d the mean parallav 
e l  the stnl equal to 8'59", corresponding with that which l have 
dedueed from my theory of the moon, eomp.:red wi& the in- 
equality of the lu]mr motion, known bv the name of/)arallactic 
inequalit,/, and which M. Burekhardt'has determined by means 
of a very great number of observations. M. Fert~re, a learned 
Spanish astronomer, has lately confirmed this parallax by a new 
investigation of the tran.~it of Vet,us in 1769; in whieh~ by his 
own observations, he has corrected the latitude and longitude of 
places where this transit has been observed in America. The 
agreement between all these computations determined by phee- 
nomen'l so vague, is an additional eonfirmation of the principle 
of universal gravitation. 

XXVII.  A new Imh'ument f o r  com/JarbTg Linear Mec~sures. 
By M. De Piracy -~. 

T f ~  comparison of linear measures, wherl great aeeuracv is 
necessary, requires careful and delicate operations} as well as ' the 
use of machinery not generally employed iu eommereial eon- 
eerns, and diifie~'llt to he procured. I have already published 
the description of an instrument of this Mnd, invented and made 
by M. Lenoir, member of the Board of Longitude, whieh i~ 
as l)ert~,ct as can he wished; but its expense and size put it 
out of the power of eomn:ol~ observers to procure, and render 
it u,.etess to travellers, who wish to know the proportion between 
some given standard, and the linear measures of any eountrv 
through which they may pass. 

I have had made fbr my own use, a compurer, which joins 
the two advahtages of oeeonomy and portability: alI the pieces 
of which it is composed may be fitted into a box of the size e ra  
quarto book. The dearest part is a microscope ; but even this 
requires nothing dii~erent fr(;p., those with which observers are 
commonly t\u'nisl'.ed. In general it is only necessary to he at 
the expense of making three additional pieces, which ] shall de- 
scribe presently. 

The properties and use of my comparer are founded on the 
progress which the art of dividing a right line has made within 
the last half century. This instrument has therefore, indepen- 
demly of the above advantages, that of requiring no vernier nor 
7nierometer screw, &e. 

It is welt known that M. tlieher, one of the first artists of 
Paris tbr the construction of mathematical instrument~ ha~ 

"~ Uunm:u~icated t,y Dr. Eva!:.". 
long 
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